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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The GEN-2019-018 Interconnection Customer has requested an Interim Availability Interconnection 
System Impact Study (IAISIS) under Section 11A of Attachment V (Generator Interconnection 
Procedures - GIP) to the Southwest Power Pool Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT). GEN-2019-
018 has requested a modification to their existing facility for the addition of a gas turbine generator 
with a maximum capacity of 15.6 MW with a summer capacity rating of 12 MW to be interconnected 
with the point of interconnection at the Saxman 115 kV substation with Energy Resource 
Interconnection Service (ERIS) and Network Resource Interconnection Service (NRIS) into the 
transmission system of Midwest Energy (MIDW) in Rice County, Kansas. GEN-2019-018 has 
requested this IAISIS to determine the impacts of interconnecting to the transmission system before 
the DISIS-2019-001 is completed. Power flow, transient stability, and short circuit analyses were 
conducted for this IAISIS in accordance with GIA Section 11A. 

This IAISIS addresses the effects of interconnecting the generator to the rest of the transmission 
system for the system topology and conditions as expected on March 1, 2020. The customer facility 
is comprised of an approximate 5 MW & 1.8 MVAR facility load, existing 1 MW and future 2 MW 
behind-the-meter generators, 20 MVA transformer, and the GEN-2019-018 modification addition of 
a gas turbine generator. Power flow and stability analysis were evaluated with a conservative study 
maximum capacity of the GEN-2019-018 request at 15.9 MW. 

  

Figure 1: GEN-2019-018 Facility Interconnection One-line 

The power flow, stability, and short circuit study reports are attached to this document in .xlsx 
format. 
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The analysis performed indicates that the GEN-2019-018 generating facility may reliably 
interconnect on an interim basis the requested maximum capacity of 15.6 MW with a summer 
capacity rating of 12 MW under ERIS or NRIS. Interim Interconnection Service is feasible. 

Under system conditions where either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to 
Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, this study identified voltage 
instability when the combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and 
Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV 
exceeded 137 MW. 

Table 1: Summary of results 

CUMULATIVE MW 
LIMIT OF CIRCUITS 

THAT REMAIN 
ELECTRICALLY 

CONNECTED TO RICE 
115 KV 

RICE TO CIRCLE 230 
KV CIRCUIT 

RICE TO LYONS TO 
WHEATLAND TO 

WEST MCPHERSON 
115 KV CIRCUIT 

RICE TO BUSHTON 
TO ELLSWORTH TO 

EAST HALL TO 
ROLLING HILLS TO 
ELLSWORTH TAP 
115 KV CIRCUIT 

None identified In-service All segments In-
service 

All segments In-
service 

130 MW Out-of-service In-service In-service 

130 MW In-service Any segment Out-of-
service 

In-service 

None identified In-service In-service Any segment Out-of-
service 

The values in Table 1 represent a reduction from the identified system limits determined in the study 
in accordance with SPP Operating Criteria Appendix OP-1 section 2.c. 

It should be noted that while this IAISIS analyzed many of the most probable contingencies, it is not 
an all-inclusive list that can account for every operational situation. Additionally, the generator may 
not be able to inject any power onto the Transmission System due to constraints that fall below the 
threshold of mitigation for a Generator Interconnection request. Because of this, it is likely that the 
Customers may be required to reduce their generation output to 0 MW under certain system 
conditions to allow system operators to maintain the reliability of the transmission network. 

In accordance with FERC Order 827 GEN-2019-018 will be required to provide dynamic reactive 
power within the power factor range of 0.95 leading (absorbing Vars from the network) to 0.95 
lagging (providing Vars to the network) at continuous rated power output at the high side of the 
generator substation.  
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Nothing in this study should be construed as a guarantee of transmission service or delivery rights. 
If the customer wishes to obtain deliverability to final customers, a separate request for transmission 
service must be requested on Southwest Power Pool’s OASIS by the customer. 
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Executive Summary



		Executive Summary: GEN-2019-018 Interim Availability Interconnection System Impact Study

		Interconnection Customers (GEN-2019-018) has requested an Interim Availability Interconnection System Impact Study under the Southwest Power Pool Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT).

		Results of this study determine whether there will be sufficient stability and reliability margin on the Transmission System with anticipated topology to accommodate Interconnection Requests for each Generating Facility at the Interconnection Customer’s requested In-Service Date.

		This study evaluates Network Upgrades and Generating Facility exclusions (Scenarios Tab) at the time of service to determine the amount of Interconnection Capacity available to GEN-2019-018 under specific system conditions.

		Once a GIA amendment to incorporate Interim GIA is effective, SPP and Transmission Owner will permit Interconnection Customer to operate the Generating Facilities under Interim Operation in accordance with the SPP study results.



		Interim

		In accordance with Section 11A of the GIP, Interim GIA, Interconnection Customers with a pending Interconnection Request that has an anticipated In-Service Date prior to the expected completion of the DISIS may request a study to evaluate the feasibility of Interim Interconnection Service.

		Interim Interconnection Capacity conditions and amounts permitted as determined in this study are detailed in the Scenarios Tab.



		Study Limitations

		In the event that an Interconnection Request, with queue priority equal to or higher than a Interconnection Request, which was excluded as a study variation (scenario) achieves a status of Commercial Operation prior to the in-service date of all required Network Upgrades, the results of this study revise to 0 MW of available Interconnection Service until a restudy is completed to identify a revised amount for this system condition. 

		In the event that a Network Upgrade which was included as a study variation (scenario) is not placed in-service prior to the Commercial Operation of Interconnection Requests, the results of this study revise to 0 MW of available Interconnection Service until a restudy is completed to identify a revised amount for this system condition. 

		SPP study results do not guarantee operation for all periods of time. Although studies analyzed many of the most probable contingencies, they are not an all‐inclusive list and cannot account for every operational situation. It is likely that the customer(s) may be required to reduce their generation output to 0 MW, also known as curtailment, under certain system conditions to allow system operators to maintain the reliability of the transmission network.



		DISIS Manual Version 1.2 

		http://opsportal.spp.org/documents/studies/DISIS%20Manual%201.2.pdf

		Note: This report and study includes some variations from the DISIS Manual:

		- Requests Tab; does not include the preliminary Limited Operation calculation.

		- Scenarios Tab; added to detail the Network Upgrades and Interconnection Requests excluded for the various evaluations of system conditions and identification of the available Interim Interconnection Service determined for each evaluated scenario.

		- Assigned Upgrade Costs Tab; removed as Network Upgrades are not assigned in Limited Operation or Interim studies

		- Upgrades Summary Tab; removed as Network Upgrades are not assigned in Limited Operation or Interim studies

		- Sensitivity Dispatch Tab; added to identify diapatch variations from DISIS manual

		- Stability Analysis Tab; added to include Stability analysis events and results

		- Short Circuit Analysis Tab; added to include Short Circuit analysis results for year 10 summer peak case only



		Models Used in Study

		Power Flow analysis: 2017 ITP Series

		Light: 2021 (21L)

		Summer: 2018 (18SP), 2021 (21SP), 2026 (26SP)

		Spring: 2018 (18G)

		Winter: 2017 (17WP), 2021 (21WP)

		Stability analysis: 2016 Series MDWG Dynamics

		Summer: 2018 (18SP), 2026 (26SP)

		Winter: 2017 (17WP)

		Short Circuit analysis: 2016 Series MDWG Dynamics

		Summer: 2026 (26SP)



		Author: SPP Generator Interconnection Department

		Published: 03/10/2021



http://opsportal.spp.org/documents/studies/DISIS%20Manual%201.2.pdf
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Requests

		Gen Number		Group		Queue Order		Queue		Fuel Type		MW Amount (Power Flow)		MW Amount (Stability)		Generator Model		Service		Area		POI		Status

		ASGI-2010-006		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		1		PQ		Wind		150		150		GEWTG2          		ER		AECI		Remington 138kV		GIA Executed

		Beatrice Power Station				1		PQ				N/A		250		GENROU          

		GEN-2001-014		01 - Woodward		1		PQ		Wind		94.5		94.5		WT2G1           		ER		WFEC		Ft Supply 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-018		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		WERE		Chanute NW Neosho Cnty By Tioga Sub		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-024		N/A		1		PQ		CT		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		AEPW		SWEPCO Tontitown 161kV Substation		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-026		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		74.25		74.25		WT1G1           		ER		WFEC		Washita 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-029N		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD				IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-030		12 - Northwest Arkansas		1		PQ		CT		50		50		GENROU          		ER		EMDE		LaRussell Energy Center 161kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-033		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Wind		180		180		WT1G1           		ER		SPS		San Juan Tap 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-036		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Wind		80		80		WT1G1           		ER		SPS		Norton 115kV Switching Station		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-037		01 - Woodward		1		PQ		Wind		102		102		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		FPL Moreland Tap 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-039A		03 - Spearville		1		PQ		Wind		104		104		GEWTG2          		ER		SUNC		Shooting Star Tap 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-039M		04 - Northwest Kansas		1		PQ		Wind		100		99		VWCOR4          		ER		SUNC		Central Plains Tap 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2001-040		12 - Northwest Arkansas		1		PQ		CT		50		50		GENROU          		ER		EMDE		LaRussell Energy Center 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-004		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		1		PQ		Wind		199.5		199.5		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Latham 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-004N		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD				IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-005		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		118.5		118.5		A1530U1         		ER		WFEC		Red Hills Tap 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-008		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		240		240		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Hitchland 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-009		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		79.8		79.8		WT2G1           		ER		SPS		Hansford 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-022		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		239.2		239.2		SWTGU2          		ER		SPS		Bushland 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-023N		N/A		1		PQ		Wind		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD		Harmony 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-025A		03 - Spearville		1		PQ		Wind		150		148.5		GEWTG2          		ER		SUNC		Spearville 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-004		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		100		100		WT2G1           		ER		WFEC		Washita 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-005		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		99		99		GEWTG2          		ER		WFEC		Anadarko - Paradise (Blue Canyon) 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-006A		04 - Northwest Kansas		1		PQ		Wind		201		201		VWCOR4		ER		SUNC		Elm Creek 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-008O		N/A		1		PQ		Coal		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		OPPD		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-017N		N/A		1		PQ		Nuclear		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD				Commerical Operation

		GEN-2003-019		04 - Northwest Kansas		1		PQ		Wind		249.3		249.3		GEWTG2, VC20035500, & WT2G1		ER		MIDW		Smoky Hills Tap 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-020		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		159.1		159.1		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Martin 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-021N		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Wind		75		74.25		WT1G1           		ER		NPPD		Ainsworth Wind Tap 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2003-022		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		120		120		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Clinton Junction-Weatherford Southeast 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-002O		N/A		1		PQ		Nuclear		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		OPPD		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-014		03 - Spearville		1		PQ		Wind		154.5		155.2		GEWTG2          		ER		SUNC		Spearville 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-015		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		CT		150		150		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Mustang  230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-017N		N/A		1		PQ		Hydro		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-018N1		N/A		1		PQ		Nuclear		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-019N		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-020		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		27		27		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Clinton Junction-Weatherford Southeast 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-022N		N/A		1		PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-023		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		20.6		20.6		WT2G1           		ER		WFEC		Washita 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-023N		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Coal		75		75		GENROU          		ER		NPPD		Columbus Co 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-003		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		30.6		30.6		WT2G1           		ER		WFEC		Washita 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-008		01 - Woodward		1		PQ		Wind		120		120		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Woodward 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-012		03 - Spearville		1		PQ		Wind		250		250.7		SWTGU1 & SWTGU2		ER		SUNC		Clark County-Spearville Ckt 1 (Ironwood) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-013		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		1		PQ		Wind		199.8		199.8		VWCOR4          		ER		WERE		Caney River 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-022		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		AEPW		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-024		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		AEPW		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-002		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		100.8		100.8		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Sweetwater 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-008		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		AEPW		Arsenal Hill 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-015		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Gas		150		150		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Mustang 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-018		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		CT		168.12		168.135		GENSAL          		ER		SPS		TUCO 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-019		N/A		1		PQ		Coal		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		SPRM		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-020N		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Wind		42		42.3		VWCOR4          		ER		NPPD		Bloomfield 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-020S		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		20		20		GENSAL          		ER		SPS		DWS Frisco 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-021		03 - Spearville		1		PQ		Wind		94		94		VWCOR6 & WT4G1		ER		SUNC		Flat Ridge Tap 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-024S		01 - Woodward		1		PQ		Wind		18.9		18.9		WT2G1           		ER		WFEC		Buffalo Bear Tap 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-026		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Gas		604		502		GENROE          		ER		SPS		Hobbs 230kV & Hobbs 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-027		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		WERE		Emporia 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-028		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		WERE		Emporia 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-035		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		225		224		GXX048 (GNET)		ER		AEPW		Sweetwater 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-038N005		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Wind		80		80		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Broken Bow 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-038N019		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Wind		80		81		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Petersburg North 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-043		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		1		PQ		Wind		99		98.9		SWTGU2          		ER		AEPW		Sweetwater 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-044		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		370		370		GENSAL          		ER		SPS		Hitchland 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-046		01 - Woodward		1		PQ		Wind		130		132		M24G1           		ER		OKGE		Dewey 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-011N08		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Wind		81		81		VWCOR4          		ER		NPPD		Bloomfield 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-002		N/A		1		PQ		Coal		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		KACP		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-005		N/A		1		PQ		Hydro		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		GRDA		N/A		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-006		N/A		1		PQ		Gas		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		AEPW		Arsenal Hill 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-021		N/A		1		PQ		Nuclear		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		WERE		Wolf Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-119O		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Wind		60		60		GEWTG2          		ER		OPPD		S1399 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		Gray County Wind (Montezuma)		03 - Spearville		1		PQ		Wind		110		110		WT1G1           		ER		SUNC		Gray County Tap 115kV

		Llano Estacado (White Deer)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		80		80		WT1G1           		ER		SPS		Llano Wind 115kV

		NPPD Distributed (Broken Bow)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Heat		7.3		7.3		GENCLS          		ER		NPPD		Broken Bow 115kV

		NPPD Distributed (Buffalo County Solar)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Solar		4		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD		Kearney Northeast

		NPPD Distributed (Burt County Wind)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Wind		4.4		N/A		N/A		ER		NPPD		Tekamah & Oakland 115kV

		NPPD Distributed (Burwell)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Heat		3.3		3.3		GENCLS          		ER		NPPD		Ord 115kV

		NPPD Distributed (Columbus Hydro)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Hydro		45		45		GENSAL          		ER		NPPD		Columbus 115kV

		NPPD Distributed (Ord)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Heat		10.8		10.8		GENCLS          		ER		NPPD		Ord 115kV

		NPPD Distributed (Stuart)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Heat		1.8		1.8		GENCLS          		ER		NPPD		Ainsworth 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Carson)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		10		10		CIMTR3          		ER		SPS		Martin 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Dumas 19th St)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		20		20		CIMTR3          		ER		SPS		Dumas 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Etter)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		20		20		CIMTR3          		ER		SPS		Etter 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Hopi)		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Solar		10		10		PVGU1           		ER		SPS		Hopi 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Jal)		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Solar		10		10		PVGU1           		ER		SPS		Jal 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Lea Road)		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Solar		10		10		PVGU1           		ER		SPS		Lea Road 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Monument)		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Solar		10		10		PVGU1           		ER		SPS		Monument 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Moore E)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		17.5		17.5		CIMTR3          		ER		SPS		Moore E 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Sherman)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		20		20		CIMTR3          		ER		SPS		Sherman 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Spearman)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		SPS		Spearman 115kV

		SPS Distributed (TC-Texas County)		02 - Hitchland		1		PQ		Wind		N/A		N/A		N/A		ER		SPS		Texas County 115kV

		SPS Distributed (Yuma)		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Wind		N/A		0.9		WT2G1		ER		SPS		Yuma Interchange 115kV 

		Sunray		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		1		PQ		Wind		49.5		49.5		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Valero 115kV

		WAPA SEAMS (Ft Randle Hydro)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Hydro		352		352		GENSAL          		ER		WAPA		Ft Randle (WAPA) 230kV & 115kV

		WAPA SEAMS (Gavins Pt Hydro)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Hydro		102		102		GENSAL          		ER		WAPA		Gavins Point (WAPA) 115kV

		WAPA SEAMS (Spirit Mound Heat)		09 - Nebraska		1		PQ		Heat		120		120		GENROU          		ER		BEPC-SPP		Spirit Mound (WAPA) 115kV

		Young1		16 - Western North Dakota		1		PQ		Coal		274		274		GENROU          		ER		OTP		SQBUTTE 345kV

		Young2		16 - Western North Dakota		1		PQ		Coal		493		493		GENROU          		ER		OTP		SQBUTTE 345kV

		GEN-2007-021		01 - Woodward		2		ICS1		Wind		198.9		198.9		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Tatonga 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-025		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		2		ICS1		Wind		299.2		299.2		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Viola 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-043		01 - Woodward		2		ICS1		Wind		200		200		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Minco 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-044		01 - Woodward		2		ICS1		Wind		300		299.2		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Tatonga 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-046		02 - Hitchland		2		ICS1		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER		SPS		Hitchland 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-050		01 - Woodward		2		ICS1		Wind		170		170.2		SWTGU2          		ER		OKGE		Woodward EHV 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-052		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		2		ICS1		Gas		150		150		GENROU          		ER		WFEC		Anadarko 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-062		01 - Woodward		2		ICS1		Wind		424		423.6		GEWTG2, GSCORE, & VWCOR6		ER		OKGE		Woodward EHV 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-003		01 - Woodward		2		ICS1		Wind		101.2		101.2		SWTGU2          		ER		OKGE		Woodward EHV 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-013		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		2		ICS1		Wind		300		300		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Hunter 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-018		03 - Spearville		2		ICS1		Wind		250		249.75		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Finney 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-037N1		09 - Nebraska		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		75		73.1		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Broken Bow 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-044N		09 - Nebraska		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		40.5		40.5		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		North Petersburg 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-040		03 - Spearville		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		200		200.1		SWTGU2          		ER		SUNC		Buckner 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-023		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		150		148.8		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Hobart Junction 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-051		02 - Hitchland		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		322		322		SWTGU2          		ER		SPS		Potter County 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-079		03 - Spearville		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		98.9		98.9		SWTGU2          		ER		SUNC		Crooked Creek 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-086N02		09 - Nebraska		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		201		201		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Meadow Grove 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-092		04 - Northwest Kansas		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		200.48		200.48		GEWTG2          		ER		MIDW		Post Rock 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-124		03 - Spearville		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		200.1		200.1		SWTGU1          		ER		SUNC		Clark County-Spearville Ckt 1 (Ironwood) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-129		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		3		DIS-09-1		CT		687.1		675		GENROU          		ER		KCPL		Pleasant Hill 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2009-025		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		3		DIS-09-1		Wind		59.8		59.8		SWTGU2          		ER		OKGE		TAP Deer Creek â€“ Sinclair 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2010-010		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		4		DIS-10-1		Gas		42.2		42.196		GENSAL          		ER		SPS		Lovington 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2008-022		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		299.65		300		VWCOR6          		ER		SPS		Eddy County-Tolk (Crossroads) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-037		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		99		99		VWCOR4          		ER		WFEC		Tap Washita - Blue Canyon Wind 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-044		01 - Woodward		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		197.8		197.8		SWTGU2          		ER		OKGE		Tatonga 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-047		02 - Hitchland		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		300		299.2		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Hitchland-Woodward EHV Dbl Ckt (Beaver County) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-098		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		99.5		100.3		GXX048 (GNET)		ER		WERE		Waverly 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2008-123N		09 - Nebraska		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		89.66		89.66		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Tap Pauline - Hildreth (Rosemont) 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2009-008		04 - Northwest Kansas		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		198.69		198.69		GEWTG2          		ER		MIDW		South Hays 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2009-020		04 - Northwest Kansas		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		48.3		48.3		SWTGU2          		ER		MIDW		Tap Nekoma - Bazine (Walnut Creek) 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2009-040		09 - Nebraska		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		72		72		VWCOR6          		ER		WERE		Tap Smittyville - Knob Hill 115KV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-003		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		99.5		98.7		GXX048 (GNET)		ER		WERE		Waverly 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-005		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		299.2		299.2		GEWTG2 & VWCOR6		ER		WERE		Viola 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2010-006		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		4		DIS-10-1		Gas		205		205		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Jones 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-009		03 - Spearville		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		165.6		165.6		SWTGU2          		ER		SUNC		Buckner 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-011		01 - Woodward		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		29.7		29.7		SWTGU2          		ER		OKGE		Tatonga 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-014		02 - Hitchland		4		DIS-10-1		Wind		358.8		358.8		SWTGU1          		ER		SPS		Hitchland 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		ASGI-2010-020		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		5		DIS-10-2		Wind		30		29.9		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Tap LE-Tatum - LE-Crossroads 69kV		Commerical Operation

		ASGI-2010-021		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		5		DIS-10-2		Wind		15		15.425		VWCOR6 & WT1G1		ER		SPS		Tap LE-Saunders Tap - LE-Anderson 69kV		Commerical Operation

		ASGI-2011-001		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		5		DIS-10-2		Wind		27.3		27.3		WT3G2           		ER		SPS		Lovington 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2010-001		02 - Hitchland		5		DIS-10-2		Wind		300		299.7		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Hitchland-Woodward EHV Dbl Ckt (Beaver County) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-036		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		5		DIS-10-2		Hydro		4.6		4.6		GNET		ER		WERE		6th Street 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-036PQ		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		5		DIS-10-2		Hydro		1.17		1.17		GNET		ER		WERE		Westar 6th Street 115kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-040		01 - Woodward		5		DIS-10-2		Wind		300		298.45		M24G1 & WT3G2		ER		OKGE		Cimarron 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-041		09 - Nebraska		5		DIS-10-2		Wind		10.5		10.5		GEWTG2          		ER		OPPD		S1399 161kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2010-046		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		5		DIS-10-2		Gas		55.9		56.0478		GENSAL		ER		SPS		TUCO 230kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2010-051		09 - Nebraska		5		DIS-10-2		Wind		200		198.9		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Hoskins-Twin Church 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2011-002		02 - Hitchland		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		20		20		GENSAL          		ER		SPS		Herring 115kV		Commerical Operation

		ASGI-2011-003		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		10		10		WT3G2           		ER		SPS		Hendricks 69kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2004-008		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		6		DIS-11-1		Coal		850		850		GENROU		ER		KCPL		Iatan 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-055		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		6		DIS-11-1		Gas		4.5		4.8		GENROU          		ER		AEPW		Wekiwa 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-057		04 - Northwest Kansas		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		201		201		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		MIDW		Rice County 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-008		03 - Spearville		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		600		600		VWCOR6          		ER		SUNC		Clark County 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-010		01 - Woodward		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		100.8		100.8		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Minco 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-011		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		6		DIS-11-1		Coal		50		50		GENROU          		ER		KCPL		Iatan 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-014		02 - Hitchland		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		198		198		GSCORE          		ER		OKGE		Beaver CountyÂ�-Woodward EHV Dbl Ckt (Badger) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-016		03 - Spearville		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		200.1		200.1		SWTGU1          		ER		SUNC		Clark County-Spearville Ckt 2 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2011-018		09 - Nebraska		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		73.6		73.6		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		NPPD		Steele City 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-019		01 - Woodward		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		175		174		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OKGE		Woodward EHV 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2011-020		01 - Woodward		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		165.6		165.6		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		OKGE		Woodward EHV 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2011-022		02 - Hitchland		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		299		299		SWTGU2          		ER		SPS		Hitchland 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2011-025		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		79.96		78.76		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Tap Floyd County - Crosby County 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-027		09 - Nebraska		6		DIS-11-1		Wind		120		120.25		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		NPPD		Hoskins-Twin Church 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2011-004		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		7		DIS-11-2		Wind		19.8		19.8		WT3G2           		ER		SPS		Pleasant Hill 69kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2011-037		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		7		DIS-11-2		Wind		6.6		6.6		GEWTG2          		ER		WFEC		Blue Canyon 5 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-040		14 - South Central Oklahoma		7		DIS-11-2		Wind		111		110		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OKGE		Pooleville-Ratliff (Carter County) 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-045		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		7		DIS-11-2		NG CT		205		205		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Jones 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-046		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		7		DIS-11-2		Diesel CT		27		27		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Tucumcari 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-048		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		7		DIS-11-2		CT		175		175		GENROU          		ER/NR		SPS		Mustang 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-049		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		7		DIS-11-2		Wind		303.6		303.6		SWTGU1          		ER		OKGE		Border 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2011-050		14 - South Central Oklahoma		7		DIS-11-2		Wind		108		108		VWCOR6          		ER		AEPW		Tap Rush Springs Â�- Marlow 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-054		01 - Woodward		7		DIS-11-2		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER		OKGE		Cimarron 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-056		09 - Nebraska		7		DIS-11-2		Hydro		3.6		3.6		GENSAL          		ER		NPPD		Jeffrey 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-056A		09 - Nebraska		7		DIS-11-2		Hydro		3.6		3.6		GENSAL          		ER		NPPD		John 1 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-056APQ		09 - Nebraska		6.5		DIS-11-2-PQ		Hydro		18		18		GENSAL          		ER		NPPD		John 1 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-056B		09 - Nebraska		7		DIS-11-2		Hydro		4.5		4.5		GENSAL          		ER		NPPD		John 2 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-056BPQ		09 - Nebraska		6.5		DIS-11-2-PQ		Hydro		18		19		GENSAL          		ER		NPPD		John 2 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-056PQ		09 - Nebraska		6.5		DIS-11-2-PQ		Hydro		18		18		GENSAL          		ER		NPPD		Jeffrey 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2011-057		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		7		DIS-11-2		Wind		150		150		VWCOR6          		ER		WERE		Creswell 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2012-006		03 - Spearville		8		DIS-12-1		Steam		22.5		21.21		GENSAL		ER		SUNC		ABBK 2 69kV

		ASGI-2012-008		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		8		DIS-12-1		Gas		3.55		3.55		GNET		ER		WERE		Sheffield 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-001		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		8		DIS-12-1		Wind		61.2		61.2		WT4G2           		ER		SPS		Tap Grassland Â�- Borden County 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-004		14 - South Central Oklahoma		8		DIS-12-1		Wind		40.8		40		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OKGE		Pooleville-Ratliff (Carter County) 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-007		03 - Spearville		8		DIS-12-1		Gas		120		120		GENSAL          		ER/NR		SUNC		Rubart 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2012-002		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		9		DIS-12-2		Wind		18.15		18.15		WT1G1           		ER		SPS		FE-Clovis Interchange 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-020		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		9		DIS-12-2		Wind		478		477.12		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		TUCO 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-021		09 - Nebraska		9		DIS-12-2		Gas		4.8		4.8		GENSAE		ER		LES		Terry Bundy Generating Station 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-024		03 - Spearville		9		DIS-12-2		Wind		180		178.2		GSCORE          		ER		SUNC		Clark County 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-028		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		9		DIS-12-2		Wind		74		74		VWCOR6          		ER		WFEC		Gotebo 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-032		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		9		DIS-12-2		Wind		299		299		SWTGU2          		ER		OKGE		Rose Hill-(Ranch Road) Sooner (Open Sky) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-033		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		9		DIS-12-2		Wind		98.82		98.82		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Breckinridge 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-034		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		9		DIS-12-2		CT		7		7		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Mustang 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-035		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		9		DIS-12-2		CT		7		7		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Mustang 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-036		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		9		DIS-12-2		CT		7		7		GENROU          		ER		SPS		Mustang 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-037		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		9		DIS-12-2		CT		203		203		GENROE          		ER		SPS		TUCO 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2012-041		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		9		DIS-12-2		CT		121.5		121.488		GENROU          		ER		OMPA		Rose Hill (Open Sky)-Sooner (Ranch Road) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2013-001		02 - Hitchland		10		DIS-13-1		Wind		11.5		11.5		SWTGU2          		ER		SPS		PanTex South 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2013-002		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		10		DIS-13-1		Wind		18.4		18.4		SWTGU1          		ER		SPS		FE Tucumcari 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2013-003		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		10		DIS-13-1		Wind		18.4		18.4		SWTGU1          		ER		SPS		Clovis Intg. 115kV

		GEN-2006-010		12 - Northwest Arkansas		10		DIS-13-1		Coal		620		620		GENROU          		ER		AEPW		Turk 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-002		09 - Nebraska		10		DIS-13-1		Wind		50.6		50.6		SWTGU1          		ER/NR		NPPD		Monolith 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2013-007		14 - South Central Oklahoma		10		DIS-13-1		Wind		100		100		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OKGE		Tap Prices Falls - Carter 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-008		09 - Nebraska		10		DIS-13-1		Wind		1.2		1.2		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Steele City 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-011		12 - Northwest Arkansas		10		DIS-13-1		Coal		30		30		GENROU          		ER		AEPW		Turk 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-012		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		10		DIS-13-1		Gas		147		136		GENROU          		ER		OKGE		Redbud 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-012PQ		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		10		DIS-13-1		Gas		1299		1284		GENROU          		ER		OKGE		Redbud 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-016		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		10		DIS-13-1		CT		203		203		GENROE          		ER		SPS		TUCO 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2013-004		04 - Northwest Kansas		11		DIS-13-2		Gas		36.6		36.6		GENSAL          		ER		SUNC		Garden City 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2013-005		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		11		DIS-13-2		Wind		1.65		1.65		WT1G1           		ER		SPS		Clovis Intg. 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-031		04 - Northwest Kansas		11		DIS-13-2		Gas		75.6		75.9528		GENSAL          		ER		MIDW		Knoll 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-019		09 - Nebraska		11		DIS-13-2		Wind		73.6		73.6		SWTGU1          		ER/NR		NPPD		Monolith 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2013-022		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		11		DIS-13-2		Solar		25		24.2		SMASC126        		ER/NR		SPS		Norton 115kV Switching Station		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-028		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		11		DIS-13-2		Gas		559.4		559.5		GENROU          		ER		GRDA		Tap N Tulsa - GRDA 1 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-029		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		11		DIS-13-2		Wind		299		299		SWTGU2          		ER		OKGE		Renfrow 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-030		02 - Hitchland		11		DIS-13-2		Wind		300		299		SWTGU1          		ER		OKGE		Hitchland-Woodward EHV Dbl Ckt (Beaver County) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2013-032		09 - Nebraska		11		DIS-13-2		Wind		204		204		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Antelope 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-033		04 - Northwest Kansas		11		DIS-13-2		Gas		28.02		28.023		GENSAL          		ER/NR		MIDW		Goodman Energy Center 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-001		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		12		DIS-14-1		Wind		200.6		199.5		GXX048 (GNET)		ER		WERE		Tap Wichita - Emporia Energy Center 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2014-002		01 - Woodward		12		DIS-14-1		Wind		10.53		10.53		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Tatonga 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-003		01 - Woodward		12		DIS-14-1		Wind		15.04		15.84		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Tatonga 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2014-004		09 - Nebraska		12		DIS-14-1		Wind		3.96		3.96		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Steele City 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-005		01 - Woodward		12		DIS-14-1		Wind		5.67		5.67		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Minco 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-013		09 - Nebraska		12		DIS-14-1		Wind		73.5		73.39		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		NPPD		Meadow Grove 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2014-014		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		13		DIS-14-2		Thermal		56.4		56.4		GENSAL          		ER		GRDA		Ferguson 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2004-017		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		13		DIS-14-2		CT/ST		NA		259		GENROU          		ER/NR		EMDE		Riverton 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2013-027		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		148.35		148.35		GSCOR1          		ER/NR		SPS		Tolk - Yoakum 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-020		01 - Woodward		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		100		99.1		GD0810          		ER/NR		AEPW		Tuttle 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-021		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		KCPL		Nebraska City-Mullen Creek (Holt County MO) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-025		04 - Northwest Kansas		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		2.42		2.415		SWTGU2          		ER		MIDW		Tap Nekoma - Bazine (Walnut Creek) 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-028		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		13		DIS-14-2		CC		35		0		GENROU          		ER		EMDE		Riverton 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-031		09 - Nebraska		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		35.8		35.8		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		GRIS		Meadow Grove 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-032		09 - Nebraska		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		10.22		10.22		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		NPPD		Meadow Grove 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-033		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		13		DIS-14-2		Solar		70		70		GEPVG_LV5 & XCPVIN          		ER		SPS		Chaves County 115kV  		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-034		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		13		DIS-14-2		Solar		70		70		GEPVG_LV5       		ER		SPS		Chaves County 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-035		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		13		DIS-14-2		Solar		30		30		GEPVG_LV5       		ER		SPS		Chaves County 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2014-039		09 - Nebraska		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		73.4		73.335		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		NPPD		Friend 115kV  		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2014-040		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		320		319.7		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Castro 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-047		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		13		DIS-14-2		Solar		0		40		AEINX           		ER		SWPS		Tap Tolk - Eddy County (Crossroads) 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2014-056		01 - Woodward		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		250		249.18		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Minco 345kV   		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-057		14 - South Central Oklahoma		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		249.9		249.9		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Lawton East Side-Sunnyside (Terry Road) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2014-064		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		13		DIS-14-2		Wind		248.4		248.4		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Otter 138kV  		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2015-001		03 - Spearville		14		DIS-15-1		Thermal		6.13		6.132		GENSAL          		ER		SUNC		Ninnescah 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		ASGI-2015-002		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		2		2		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		SP-Yuma 69kV

		ASGI-2015-004		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		14		DIS-15-1		Thermal		54		56.364		GENSAL          		ER		GRDA		Coffeyville City 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-001		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		200		200		GSCOR1          		ER		OKGE		Rose Hill (Open Sky)-Sooner (Ranch Road) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-004		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		151.8		151.8		SWTGU1          		ER		OKGE		Border 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2015-005		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		200.11		200.11		GEWTG2          		ER		KCPL		Mullen Creek-Sibley (Ketchum) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-007		09 - Nebraska		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		160		160		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Turtle Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-013		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		14		DIS-15-1		Solar		120		119.952		SMAXINV         		ER/NR		WFEC		Snyder 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2015-014		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		150		150		VWCOR6          		ER		SPS		Tap Cochran - Lehman 115kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-015		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		154.58		154.575		SWTGU2          		ER/NR		OKGE		Tap Medford Tap â€“ Coyote 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-016		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		KCPL		Tap Marmaton - Centerville 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-021		03 - Spearville		14		DIS-15-1		Solar		20		20		GEPVG_LV5       		ER/NR		SUNC		Johnson Corner 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-023		09 - Nebraska		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		300.72		300.72		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		NPPD		Grand Prairie-Grand Island (Holt County NE) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-024		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		220		217.8		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Thistle-Wichita Dbl Ckt (Buffalo Flats) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-025		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		219.98		215.95		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Tap Thistle â€“ Wichita 345kV Dbl CKT		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-029		01 - Woodward		14		DIS-15-1		Wind		161		161		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Tatonga 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		ASGI-2016-005NWE205		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		20		20		GEWTG2		ER		WAPA		Tap White Lake - Stickeny 69kV

		ASGI-2016-006NWE206		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		20		20		GEWTG2		ER		WAPA		Mitchell Northwest 115 kV		Commerical Operation

		ASGI-2016-007NWE208		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		20		20		GEWTG2		ER		WAPA		Kimball 69kV

		Coyote		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Coal		452		453		GENROU          		ER		OTP		Coyote 345kV

		G255		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		100		100.23		WT2G1 & WT3G2		ER/NR		XEL		Yankee 115kV 

		G380		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		150		149.1		WT2G1           		ER		OTP		Rugby 115Kv

		G586		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		30		30		WT4G2           		ER/NR		XEL		Xcel New Yankee 34.5kV

		G736		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		200		200.48		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		OTP		Big Stone South 230kV 

		G752		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		150		150		WT3G2           		ER/NR		MDU		Bison - Hettinger 230kV

		G788		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Coal		102.6		102.6		GENROU          		ER/NR		GRE		Ladish 115kV 

		G830		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		99		99.825		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		GRE		GRE McHenry 

		GEN-2000-004IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Lake Platte 69kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2001-001IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Antelope 345kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2001-013IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Mallard 41.8kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2001-022IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Tiber 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2002-008IS		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		40.5		40.5		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Edgeley 115kV [Pomona 115kV]		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-009IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		40.5		40.5		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Ft Thompson 69kV [Hyde 69kV]		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2002-013IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		38		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Wisdom 162kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2002-014IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		6		GENSAE          		N/A		WAPA		Irv. Simmons 115kV [Ft. Pierre 115kV]		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2002-015IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		142.1		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Exira 161kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2002-018IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Clark		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2002-019IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Watertown 230kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2003-001IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Spencer		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2003-014IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Aberdeen 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2003-015IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Solen		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2003-016IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		97.4		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Groton 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2003-026IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Flandreau 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2003-027IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Flandreau 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2004-004IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		7.5		GENSAL          		N/A		WAPA		Kill Deer 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2004-005IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		White		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2005-003IS		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		100		101.6		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Nelson 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-008IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		50		49.5		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Hilken 230kV [Ecklund 230kV]		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2005-009IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Woonsocket		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2005-010IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Mt. Vernon		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2005-011IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Laramie River Station 345kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2005-016IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Blair		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2006-001IS		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		10		10		WT2G1           		ER/NR		XEL		Marshall 115kV

		GEN-2006-002IS		17 - Western South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		53		51		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		WAPA		Wessington Springs 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2006-003IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Woonsocket		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2006-006IS		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		10		8.9		WT2G1           		ER/NR		XEL		Marshall 115kV

		GEN-2006-008IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		97.4		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Groton 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2006-014AIS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		7.5		GENSAL          		N/A		WAPA		Culbertson 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2006-015IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		50		49.5		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Hilken 230kV [Ecklund 230kV]		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2007-001IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Virgil Fodness 230kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2007-004IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		321		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		White 345kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2007-008IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Culbertson 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2007-013IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		50		50		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Wessington Springs 230kV

		GEN-2007-014IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		100		100		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Wessington Springs 230kV

		GEN-2007-015IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		102.4		102.4		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Hilken 230kV [Ecklund 230kV]

		GEN-2007-016IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		166		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		White 345kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2007-017IS		09 - Nebraska		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		166		166		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OPPD		Ft Thompson-Grand Island 345kV

		GEN-2007-018IS		09 - Nebraska		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		234		234		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OPPD		Ft Thompson-Grand Island 345kV

		GEN-2007-020IS		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		16		16		WT3G2           		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Nelson 115kV

		GEN-2008-008IS		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		5		5		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		WAPA		Nelson 115kV

		GEN-2008-025IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		10		GENSAL          		N/A		WAPA		Moorhead 115kV [Centennial 115kV]		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2009-001IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		200		200		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Groton-Watertown 345kV

		GEN-2009-008IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		46		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Huron 115kV [Huron WestPark 69kV]		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2009-018IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		100		100		GEWTG2          		ER		BEPC-SPP		Groton 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2009-020AIS		17 - Western South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		130.5		130		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		WAPA		Tripp Junction 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2009-026IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		110		110		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Dickenson-Heskett 230kV

		GEN-2010-001IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		99		99		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Bismarck-Glenham 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-003IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		34		34		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Wessington Springs 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2010-004IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		60		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Aberdeen		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2010-009IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Kenmare 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2011-001IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		OKGE		Denison		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2011-003IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		OKGE		Kenmare 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2011-005IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		50		GENROU          		N/A		OKGE		Williston 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-001IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Wisdom		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-002IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		50		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Watford City 115/230kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-003IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Williston 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-004IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		50		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Williston-Ch. Creek 230kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-005IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		50		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Williston 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-007IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		50		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Williston 115kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-008IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		50		GENROU          		N/A		WAPA		Williston-Ch. Creek 230kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2012-009IS		17 - Western South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		99		99		SWTGU2          		ER		WAPA		Ft. Randall 115kV 		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2012-012IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		75		74.25		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		WAPA		Wolf Point-Circle 115kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2012-014IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		100.3		100.3		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Groton 115kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2012-015IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Harlem 161kV		Commerical Operation

		GEN-2013-001IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		92		91.77		SWTGU2          		ER		WAPA		Watertown - Summit 115kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2013-009IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		19.5		20.35		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Redfield NW 115kV

		GEN-2014-001IS		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		103.24		103.7		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Sulphur 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2014-003IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		91		91.2		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Culbertson 115kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2014-004IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		384		384.2		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		WAPA		Char Creel 345kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2014-006IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Gas		125		125		GENSAL          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Williston 115kV

		GEN-2014-010IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		150		150		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Neset 115kV

		GEN-2014-014IS		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		150		149.73		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		BEPC-SPP		Belfield-Rhame 230kV

		GEN-2015-004IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Canyon Ferry - Spokane Bench 100kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2015-007IS		N/A		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WAPA		Canyon Ferry - Spokane Bench 100kV		TERMINATED

		H081		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		200		200		GEWTG2          		ER		XEL		Brookings County - Lyon County 345kV

		J249		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		180		180		WT3G2           		ER/NR		MDU		MDU Tatanka 

		J262		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		N/A		100		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OTP		OTP Jamestown 345/115kV 

		J263		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		N/A		100		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OTP		OTP Jamestown 345/115kV 

		J290		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		150		150		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		XEL		230kV Rugby to Glenboro

		J316		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		150		150		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		MDU		MDU 230kV Tatanka-Ellendale line

		J436		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		N/A		150		VWCOR6          		ER		OTP		Big Stone South - Ellendale 345kV line

		J437		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		N/A		150		VWCOR6          		ER		OTP		Big Stone South - Ellendale 345kV line

		J442		15 - Eastern South Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		N/A		200		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		OTP		Big Stone  via a radial 230kV line

		MPC00100		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		99		99		WT3G2           		ER		OTP		Langdon 115kV

		MPC00200		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		60		60		WT3G2           		ER		OTP		Langdon 115kV

		MPC00300		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		40.5		40.5		WT3G2           		ER		OTP		Langdon 115kV

		MPC00500		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		378.8		378.8		WT3G2           		ER/NR		OTP		Maple River 230kV

		MPC01200		18 - Eastern North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		98.9		98.9		GEWTG2 & WT3G2		ER		OTP		Maple River 230kV

		MPC01300		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Gas		493		493		GENROU          		ER/NR		OTP		Square Butte 230kV

		MPC02100		16 - Western North Dakota		14.5		DIS-15-2-PQ		Wind		100		100		GEWTG2          		ER		OTP		Center - Mandan 230kV

		ASGI-2015-006		14 - South Central Oklahoma		15		DIS-15-2		Solar		9		9		SMAXINV         		ER		SWPA		Tupelo 138kV

		GEN-2015-020		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		15		DIS-15-2		Solar		100		99.96		SMAXINV         		ER		SWPS		Oasis 115kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2015-030		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		200.1		200.1		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Sooner 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2015-034		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		200		200		GSCOR1          		ER		OKGE		Rose Hill (Open Sky)-Sooner (Ranch Road) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-045		14 - South Central Oklahoma		15		DIS-15-2		Battery		20		20		PVGU1           		ER		AEPW		Lawton East Side-Sunnyside (Terry Road) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-046		16 - Western North Dakota		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER		WAPA		Tande 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-047		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		300		297.8		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Sooner 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-048		01 - Woodward		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER		OKGE		Cleo Corner 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-052		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER		WERE		Open Sky-Rose Hill 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2015-055		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		15		DIS-15-2		Solar		40		40		AEINX           		ER		WFEC		Erick 138kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-056		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		101.2		101.2		GEWTG2          		ER		SWPS		Eddy County-Tolk (Crossroads) 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2015-057		01 - Woodward		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		100		100.05		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Minco 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-062		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		4.5		3.74		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Breckinridge 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-063		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		300		299.25		A1530U1         		ER		OKGE		Woodring-Matthewson 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-064		04 - Northwest Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		197.8		196.56		GEWTG2          		ER		SUNC		Mingo 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-065		04 - Northwest Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		202.4		202.4		SWTGU2          		ER		SUNC		Mingo 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-066		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		248.4		248.4		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Sooner - Cleveland 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2015-069		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER		WERE		Union Ridge 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-071		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER		AEPW		Chisholm 345kV		TERMINATED

		GEN-2015-073		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		200.1		200.1		GSCOR1          		ER/NR		WERE		Emporia 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-087		09 - Nebraska		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		66		66		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		NPPD		Hebron-Fairbury 115 kV 		TERMINATED

		GEN-2015-088		09 - Nebraska		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		NPPD		Moore-Pauline 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-090		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		219.99		220		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Thistle-Wichita Dbl Ckt (Buffalo Flats) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-092		14 - South Central Oklahoma		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		250		250		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Lawton East Side-Sunnyside (Terry Road) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-093		01 - Woodward		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		250		250		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Gracemont 345kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2015-096		16 - Western North Dakota		15		DIS-15-2		Wind		150		149.03		GEWTG2          		ER		BEPC-SPP		Brady 230kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		J432		15 - Eastern South Dakota		15.5		DIS-16-1-PQ		Wind		N/A		98		WT3G2           		ER/NR		XEL		Brookings 345kV 

		J460		15 - Eastern South Dakota		15.5		DIS-16-1-PQ		Wind		N/A		200		WT3G2           		ER/NR		XEL		on Brookings - H081 345kV line approx. 10 miles west of proposed 

		J488		15 - Eastern South Dakota		15.5		DIS-16-1-PQ		Wind		N/A		303.6		WT3G2           		ER		OTP		345kV at new Tap on proposed MVP Big Stone to Ellendale line

		J493		15 - Eastern South Dakota		15.5		DIS-16-1-PQ		Wind		N/A		150		WT3G2           		ER/NR		OTP		Big Stone - Brookings 345kV 

		J510		15 - Eastern South Dakota		15.5		DIS-16-1-PQ		Gas		N/A		326.9		GENROU          		ER/NR		OTP		Scandinavia Township 113N, Range 48W

		J526		15 - Eastern South Dakota		15.5		DIS-16-1-PQ		Wind		N/A		300		WT3G2           		ER/NR		OTP		Brooking County to Big Stone South 345kV line

		ASGI-2016-002		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		0.35		0.65		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		SP-Yuma 115kV

		ASGI-2016-003		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		16		DIS-16-1		Diesel		12		12		GENSAL          		ER		KCPL		Paola 161kV

		ASGI-2016-004		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		10		10		ECODFG & WT1G1		ER		SPS		Palo Duro 115kV

		GEN-2015-036		14 - South Central Oklahoma		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		303.6		303.6		SWTGU1          		ER		OKGE		Johnston County 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-041		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		16		DIS-16-1		CT		5		5		GENROE          		ER		SPS		TUCO 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-082		02 - Hitchland		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		200		200		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Beaver County - Woodward EHV Dbl Ckt (Badger) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2015-089		09 - Nebraska		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		200		200		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Utica 230kV  		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2015-095		01 - Woodward		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		176		176		VWCOR6          		ER		WFEC		Tap Mooreland - Knob Hill 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-003		01 - Woodward		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		248.4		248.4		GSCOR1          		ER		OKGE		Badger-Woodward EHV Dbl Ckt 345kV		DISIS STAGE

		GEN-2016-004		16 - Western North Dakota		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		202		201.6		VWCOR6 & GSCOR1		ER/NR		WAPA		Basin Electric 230kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-007		18 - Eastern North Dakota		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		100.05		100.05		GSCOR1          		ER		WAPA		Valley City 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2016-009		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Steam Turbine		29		29		GENSAL          		ER		OKGE		Osage 69kV Sub		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-013		12 - Northwest Arkansas		16		DIS-16-1		CT		10		10		GENROU          		ER		EMDE		LaRussell Energy Center 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-014		12 - Northwest Arkansas		16		DIS-16-1		CT		10		10		GENROU          		ER		EMDE		LaRussell Energy Center 161kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-016		03 - Spearville		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		78.2		78.2		GEWTG2          		ER		MIDW		North Kinsley 115kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2016-017		15 - Eastern South Dakota		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		250.24		250.7		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Fort Thompson-Leland Olds 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-020		01 - Woodward		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		150		150		VWCOR6          		ER		WFEC		Moreland 138kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-021		09 - Nebraska		16		DIS-16-1		WIND		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER		NPPD		Turtle Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-022		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		151.8		151.8		GSCOR1          		ER		OKGE		Rose Hill (Open Sky)-Sooner (Ranch Road) 345kV		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-028		14 - South Central Oklahoma		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		100		100		VWCOR6          		ER		AEPW		Clayton 138kV Sub		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2016-030		14 - South Central Oklahoma		16		DIS-16-1		Solar		100		99.9		GEPVG           		ER/NR		OKGE		Brown 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-031		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		1.5		1.3		GSCOR1          		ER		OKGE		Rose Hill (Open Sky)-Sooner (Ranch Road) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2016-032		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OKGE		Crescent  138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-043		09 - Nebraska		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		230		229.95		GSCOR1          		ER		NPPD		Turtle Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2016-045		01 - Woodward		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		499.1		499.1		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Mathewson 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-046		03 - Spearville		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		299		299		GEWTG2          		ER		SUNC		Clark County-Ironwood 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-047		01 - Woodward		16		DIS-16-1		CT		24		24		GENROU		ER		OKGE		Mustang 69kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2016-050		09 - Nebraska		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		250.7		250.7		GEWTG2          		ER		NPPD		Axtell â€“ Post Rock 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2016-051		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		9.8		9.8		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Clinton Junction-Weatherford Southeast 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-052		16 - Western North Dakota		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		3.3		3.3		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Hilken 230kV [Ecklund 230kV]		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-053		16 - Western North Dakota		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		3.3		3.3		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Hilken 230kV [Ecklund 230kV]		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-054		17 - Western South Dakota		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		3.4		3.4		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Wessington Springs 230kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-057		01 - Woodward		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		499.1		499.1		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Mathewson 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-061		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		250.7		250.7		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Sooner-Woodring 345kV line 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-063		14 - South Central Oklahoma		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		OKGE		Hugo-Sunnyside 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-067		04 - Northwest Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		73.6		73.6		SWTGU1          		ER		SUNC		Mingo 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/COMMERCIAL OPERATION

		GEN-2016-068		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		250		250		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Woodring 345kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-070		02 - Hitchland		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		5.3		5.3		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Martin 115kV 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-071		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		200.1		200.1		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Middleton Tap 138kV 		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-073		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		16		DIS-16-1		WIND		220		220		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Thistle-Wichita Dbl Ckt (Buffalo Flats) 345kV		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-075		09 - Nebraska		16		DIS-16-1		Wind		50		50		VWCOR6          		ER		WAPA		Fort Thompson-Grand Island (Grand Prairie) 345kV		IA PENDING

		ASGI-2016-011		14 - South Central Oklahoma		16.5		DIS-16-2-PQ		Thermal		7.4		7.407		GENSAL (GNET)		ER		SWPA		Allen 138kV

		ASGI-2016-012		14 - South Central Oklahoma		16.5		DIS-16-2-PQ		Thermal		61.73		61.725		GENSAL (GNET)		ER		SWPA		Tupelo 138kV

		ASGI-2016-013		14 - South Central Oklahoma		16.5		DIS-16-2-PQ		Thermal		4.92		4.938		GENSAL (GNET)		ER		WFEC		Ashland 138kV

		ASGI-2017-006GIA-53		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		16.5		DIS-16-2-PQ		Wind		242		238		VWCOR6		ER/NR		AECI		Maryville 161kV

		ASGI-2016-009		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		3		3		GEWTG2		ER		SPS		Wolfforth 12.47kV 

		ASGI-2016-010		02 - Hitchland		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		90		90		GEWTG0501       		ER		SPS		Powell Corner 115kV

		GEN-2016-036		15 - Eastern South Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		44.6		44.6		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Granite Falls 115kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-074		09 - Nebraska		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER		NPPD		Sweetwater 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-087		15 - Eastern South Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		98.9		98.9		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Bismark-Glenham 230kV line 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-088		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		151.2		151.2		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		KCPL		Mullen Creek-Sibley (Ketchum) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-091		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		303.6		303.6		SWTGU1          		ER		AEPW		Gracemont-Lawton East Side 345kV		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-092		15 - Eastern South Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		250.7		250.7		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Fort Thompson-Leland Olds 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-094		17 - Western South Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		200		200		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Tap Ft Thompson - Oahe 230kV Line (Single Circuit)		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-095		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		200		200		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		AEPW		Gracemont-Lawton East Side 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-097		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		100		100		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		AEPW		Tap Southwestern-Fletcher Tap 138kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-100		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		100		100		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Spring Creek-Sooner 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-101		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		195		195		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Spring Creek-Sooner 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-102		14 - South Central Oklahoma		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		150.9		150.9		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		OKGE		Blue River 138kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SUSPENSION

		GEN-2016-106		09 - Nebraska		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		400		400		VWCOR6          		ER		NPPD		Gerald Gentleman Station 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-110		09 - Nebraska		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		152		152		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Laramie River-Stegall 345kV Line		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-111		04 - Northwest Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		302		302		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Reno-(GEN-2016-112 Tap) Summit 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-112		04 - Northwest Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		220		220		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Reno (GEN-2016-111 Tap)-Summit 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-114		04 - Northwest Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		310		310		SWTGU2          		ER/NR		WERE		Reno-(GEN-2016-112 Tap) Summit 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-115		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER		KCPL		Nebraska City-Mullen Creek (Holt County MO) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-118		01 - Woodward		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		288		288		VWCOR6          		ER		WFEC		Dover Switchyard 138kV Line		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-119		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		600		600		VWCOR6          		ER		OKGE		Spring Creek-Sooner 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-121		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		17		DIS-16-2		Solar		110		110		SMASC126        		ER		SPS		Roadrunner 115kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-122		04 - Northwest Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		225		225		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Reno (GEN-2016-111 Tap)-Summit 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-123		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		298		298		VWCOR6          		ER		SPS		Eddy County-Tolk (Crossroads) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-124		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		150		150		VWCOR6          		ER		SPS		Eddy County-Tolk (Crossroads) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-125		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		74		74		VWCOR6          		ER		SPS		Eddy County-Tolk (Crossroads) 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-126		14 - South Central Oklahoma		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		172.5		172.5		GSCOR1          		ER/NR		OKGE		Arbuckle 138kV 		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-128		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		176		176		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Woodring 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-130		16 - Western North Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		202		202		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Leland Olds 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-131		01 - Woodward		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		2.5		2.5		GEWTG2          		ER		OKGE		Minco 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-132		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		6.12		6.12		GEWTG2          		ER		AEPW		Sweetwater 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-133		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		187.5		187.5		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-134		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		187.5		187.5		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-135		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		100		100		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-136		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		75		75		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-137		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		187.5		187.5		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-138		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		187.5		187.5		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-139		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		100		100		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-140		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		75		75		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-141		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		350		350		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-142		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		350		350		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-143		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		175		175		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-144		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		175		175		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-145		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		175		175		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-146		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		175		175		GEWTG0501       		ER		AEPW		Riverside 345kV 		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-147		09 - Nebraska		17		DIS-16-2		Solar		40		40		GEPVG           		ER		NPPD		Sidney 115kV Sub		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-149		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		302		302		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Stranger Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-150		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		302		302		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Stranger Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-151		16 - Western North Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		202		202		GEWTG2          		ER		BEPC-SPP		Tande 345kV		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-153		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		134		134		VWCOR6          		ER		WERE		Viola 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-155		16 - Western North Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		1.28		1.28		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Hilken 230kV [Ecklund 230kV]		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-157		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		252		252		GEWTG2          		ER		KCPL		West Gardner 345kV		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-158		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		252		252		GEWTG2          		ER		KCPL		West Gardner 345kV		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-160		04 - Northwest Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Battery		20		20		GEPVG           		ER/NR		MIDW		Post Rock 230kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-161		02 - Hitchland		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		3.02		3.02		GEWTG2          		ER		SPS		Martin 115kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-162		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		252		252		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Benton 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-163		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		252		252		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Benton 345kV		FACILITY STUDY STAGE

		GEN-2016-164		15 - Eastern South Dakota		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		6.92		6.92		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Groton 115kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-167		10 - Southeast Oklahoma/Northeast Texas		17		DIS-16-2		Solar		73.5		73.5		GEPVG           		ER/NR		AEPW		 Lieberman - North Benton 138kV Line 		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-174		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		302		302		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Stranger Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-176		13 - Northeast Kansas/Northwest Missouri		17		DIS-16-2		Wind		302		302		GEWTG2          		ER		WERE		Stranger Creek 345kV		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE

		GEN-2016-177		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		17		DIS-16-2		Gas Turbine		17		17		GENSAL		ER		SPS		XTO-Cornell 115kV station 		IA PENDING

		GEN-2016-005		03 - Spearville		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		150		150		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		SUNC		Clark-Thistle 345kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-034		09 - Nebraska		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		90		89.7		GEWTG2          		ER		WAPA		Laramie River Station (GEN-2016-023 Tap)-Sidney 345kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-037		07 - Southwestern Oklahoma		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER/NR		AEPW		Chisholm-Gracemont 345kV		DISIS STAGE

		GEN-2016-039		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		18		DIS-17-1		Solar		112		112		GEPVG_LV5       		ER		SPS		Swisher 115kV		DISIS STAGE

		GEN-2016-072		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		300		300		VWCOR6          		ER		OKGE		Renfrow 345kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-077		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		18		DIS-17-1		Solar		54		54		REGCAU1         		ER/NR		SPS		Lakeview-Brownfield 69kV line		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-078		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		18		DIS-17-1		Solar		108		108		REGCAU1         		ER/NR		SPS		Bailey County 115kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-103		15 - Eastern South Dakota		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		250.7		250.7		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		WAPA		Fort Thompson-Leland Olds 345kV		DISIS STAGE

		GEN-2016-127		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		200.1		200.1		GEWTG2          		ER/NR		AEPW		 Shidler 138kV 		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-159		09 - Nebraska		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		427.8		427.8		GSCOR1          		ER/NR		NPPD		Turtle Creek 345kV		DISIS STAGE

		GEN-2016-171		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		18		DIS-17-1		Solar		60.8		60.8		GEPVG           		ER		SPS		Hobbs-Yoakum 230kV		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2016-172		06 - South Texas Panhandle/New Mexico		18		DIS-17-1		Wind		231		229.95		A1530U1         		ER		SPS		Newhart 115kV		DISIS STAGE

		GEN-2016-173		08 - North Oklahoma/South Central Kansas		18		DIS-17-1		Solar		42		42		GEPVG           		ER/NR		WERE		Creswell 69kV Sub		WITHDRAWN

		GEN-2019-018		04 - Northwest Kansas		22		DIS-19-1		Gas Turbine		15.9		15.9		GENROU		ER/NR		MIDW		Saxman 115 kV 		DISIS STAGE
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Scenarios

		Generation Interconnection Number or Upgrade ID		Assigned Study Cluster		Cluster Priority		Anticipated Commercial Operation or In-service Date		Service Type		Point of Interconnection or Upgrade Name		Requested Study or Upgrade Type 		Capacity or Upgrade Details 		Scenario 1: Status or Available MW		Scenario 2: Status or Available MW 

		GEN-2016-111		DISIS-2016-002		16		12/31/19		ERIS		Reno - Summit 345kV 		NA		302		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		GEN-2016-112		DISIS-2016-002		16		12/31/20		ERIS		Reno - Summit 345kV 		NA		220		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		GEN-2016-114		DISIS-2016-002		16		12/31/20		ERIS/NRIS		Reno - Summit 345kV 		NA		310		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		GEN-2016-122		DISIS-2016-002		16		12/31/20		ERIS		Reno - Summit 345kV 		NA		225		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		GEN-2016-113		DISIS-2017-001		17		Withdrawn		ERIS/NRIS		Reno - Summit 345kV 		NA		155		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		Kansas Ethanol Plant 		NA		15		NA		NA		Saxman 115kV		NA		3		3		3

		GEN-2019-018		DISIS-2019-001		18		3/1/20		ERIS		Saxman 115kV		Interim ERIS		15.9		15.9		15.9

		GEN-2019-018		DISIS-2019-001		18		3/1/20		NRIS		Saxman 115kV		Interim NRIS		15.9		0		15.9

		71996		DISIS-2016-002		NA		NA		NA		Hoyt - Jeffrey Energy Center 345 kV Double Circuit Rebuild		Generator Interconnection		Rebuild Hoyt - Jeffrey Energy Center 345 kV as a double circuit using bundled 1590 ACSR on both circuits.		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		122705		DISIS-2016-002		NA		NA		NA		Hoyt - JEC 345kV Rebuild (DISIS-2016-002-2)		Generator Interconnection		Rebuild the existing JEC - Hoyt 345 kV line as double circuit 345 kV with normal/minimal emergency rating of 1792 MVA. Network upgrade shared by four requests: GEN-2016-111, GEN-2016-112, GEN-2016-114, GEN-2016-122.		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		122793		DISIS-2016-002		NA		NA		NA		Reno 345/115 kV Transformer Ckt 1 (DISIS-2016-002-2)		Generator Interconnection		Replace existing Reno transformer with one rated 400/440.		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		122794		DISIS-2016-002		NA		NA		NA		Reno 345/115 kV Transformer Ckt 2 (DISIS-2016-002-2)		Generator Interconnection		Replace existing Reno transformer with one rated 400/440.		Not In-Service		Not In-Service

		51730		NA		NA		NA		NA		Knoll - Post Rock 230 kV New Line Ckt 2		ITP		Build a new second 0.5-mile 230 kV line from Knoll to Post Rock.		Not In-Service		In-Service

		NA		NA		NA		NA		NA		Kansas Ethanol Plant		Generator Interconnection		Relocate 5 MW and 1.8 MVAR from load at Lyons 115 kV bus 530620 to a 12 kV Kansas Ethanol Plant bus radially connected through a circuit to Saxman 115 kV bus 530711 (parameters found in 19ITP and later) and 115/12.47kV transformer		In-Service		In-Service
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Constraints Summary

		SCENARIO

Callen Boris: Key:
S# = Scenario #
S#-MIT = Scenario # with requests at their available MW 		Generation Interconnection Number		Group		Service Type		Contraints		Constraint Type		Seasons		Most Severe Contingency		MVA Rate A		MVA Rate B		TC Loading (%)		TC Voltage		VMIN		VMAX		Impact Study Mitigation

		S1		GEN-2019-018		00		NR		'KNOLL 3 - N HAYS3 - 1'		Thermal		18SP		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 1'		83		99		102								Add existing ITP in-service upgrade of Knoll - Post Rock 230kV New Build CKT 2 to relieve constraints 

		S1		GEN-2019-018		00		NR		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 2'		Thermal		21SP		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 1'		230		230		108								Add existing ITP in-service upgrade of Knoll - Post Rock 230kV New Build CKT 2 to relieve constraints 

		S1		GEN-2019-018		00		NR		'N HAYS3 - VINETAP3 - 1'		Thermal		18SP		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 1'		83		99		110.2								Add existing ITP in-service upgrade of Knoll - Post Rock 230kV New Build CKT 2 to relieve constraints 
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All Thermal

		SOLUTION		GROUP		SCENARIO

Callen Boris: Key:
S# = Scenario #
S#-MIT = Scenario # with requests at their available MW 		SEASON		SOURCE		DIRECTION		MONITORED ELEMENT		RATEA (MVA)		RATEB(MVA)		TDF		TC%LOADING (% MVA)		CONTINGENCY

		FDNS		00ALL		S1				G19_018				No Constraints Observed

		FDNS		00NR		S1		18SP0		G19_018		'TO -> FROM'		'N HAYS3 - VINETAP3 - 1'		83		99		0.29597		110.2		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 1'

		FDNS		00NR		S1		18SP0		G19_018		'TO -> FROM'		'KNOLL 3 - N HAYS3 - 1'		83		99		0.29597		102		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 1'

		FDNS		00NR		S1		18SP0		G19_018		'TO -> FROM'		'KNOLL 3 - N HAYS3 - 1'		83		99		0.29597		102		''P12:230:MIDW:::POST ROCK-KNOLL''

		FDNS		00NR		S1		18SP0		G19_018		'TO -> FROM'		'N HAYS3 - VINETAP3 - 1'		83		99		0.29597		110.2		''P12:230:MIDW:::POST ROCK-KNOLL''

		FDNS		00NR		S1		21SP0		G19_018		'TO -> FROM'		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 2'		230		230		0.25067		108		'KNOLL 6 - POSTROCK6 - 1'

		FDNS		04NR		S1				G19_018				No Constraints Observed

		FDNS		00ALL		S2				G19_018				No Constraints Observed

		FDNS		00NR		S2				G19_018				No Constraints Observed

		FDNS		04NR		S2				G19_018				No Constraints Observed
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All Voltage

		SOLUTION		GROUP		SCENARIO

Callen Boris: Key:
S# = Scenario #
S#-MIT = Scenario # with requests at their available MW 		SEASON		SOURCE		MONITORED ELEMENT		BC Voltage (PU)		TC Voltage (PU)		Voltage Differ (PU)		VINIT (PU)		VMIN (PU)		VMAX(PU)		TDF		CONTINGENCY

				00ALL		S1				G19_018		No Constraints Observed

				04NR		S1				G19_018		No Constraints Observed

				00NR		S1				G19_018		No Constraints Observed

				00ALL		S2				G19_018		No Constraints Observed

				04NR		S2				G19_018		No Constraints Observed

				00NR		S2				G19_018		No Constraints Observed
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Sensitivity Dispatch

		Group		Dispatch		Proximity		Season		POI or Facility		Bus Number		Unit ID		Dispatch (MW)

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		East Hall		539757		L1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		East Hall		539757		L2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		East Hall		539757		L4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		East Hall		539757		L5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		East Hall		539757		L6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		East Hall		539757		L7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Lyons		530620		S1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Lyons		530620		S2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Lyons		530620		S3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Lyons		530620		S4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Lyons		530620		S5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Lyons		530620		S6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Lyons		530620		S7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Russell		539703		R1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Russell		539703		R2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Russell		539703		R7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Russell		539703		R8		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Russell		539703		RB		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Russell		539703		RA		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Russell		539703		R9		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Smith Center		539731		O6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Smith Center		539731		O5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Smith Center		539731		O4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Smith Center		539731		O3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Smith Center		539731		O2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Smith Center		539731		O1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		Great Bend		539677		3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		McPherson		532702		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		McPherson		532703		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		McPherson		532704		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		17W		McPherson		532705		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		East Hall		539757		L1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		East Hall		539757		L2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		East Hall		539757		L4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		East Hall		539757		L5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		East Hall		539757		L6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		East Hall		539757		L7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Lyons		530620		S1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Lyons		530620		S2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Lyons		530620		S3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Lyons		530620		S4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Lyons		530620		S5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Lyons		530620		S6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Lyons		530620		S7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Russell		539703		R1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Russell		539703		R2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Russell		539703		R7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Russell		539703		R8		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Russell		539703		RB		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Russell		539703		RA		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Russell		539703		R9		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Smith Center		539731		O6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Smith Center		539731		O5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Smith Center		539731		O4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Smith Center		539731		O3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Smith Center		539731		O2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Smith Center		539731		O1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		Great Bend		539677		3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		McPherson		532702		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		McPherson		532703		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		McPherson		532704		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		18S		McPherson		532705		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		East Hall		539757		L1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		East Hall		539757		L2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		East Hall		539757		L4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		East Hall		539757		L5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		East Hall		539757		L6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		East Hall		539757		L7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Lyons		530620		S1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Lyons		530620		S2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Lyons		530620		S3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Lyons		530620		S4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Lyons		530620		S5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Lyons		530620		S6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Lyons		530620		S7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Russell		539703		R1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Russell		539703		R2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Russell		539703		R7		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Russell		539703		R8		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Russell		539703		RB		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Russell		539703		RA		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Russell		539703		R9		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Smith Center		539731		O6		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Smith Center		539731		O5		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Smith Center		539731		O4		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Smith Center		539731		O3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Smith Center		539731		O2		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Smith Center		539731		O1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		Great Bend		539677		3		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		McPherson		532702		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		McPherson		532703		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		McPherson		532704		1		N/A

		4		Normal		N/A		26S		McPherson		532705		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L1		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L2		0.8

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L4		0.6

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L5		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L6		1.5

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L7		2.5

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		201

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S1		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S2		0.4

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S3		2.4

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S4		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S5		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S6		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S7		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R1		6.37

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R2		6.28

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R7		3.21

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R8		2.55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		RB		3.16

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		RA		3.08

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R9		2.41

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O6		0.63

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O5		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O4		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O3		0.58

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O2		1.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O1		1.58

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		Great Bend		539677		3		93

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532702		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532703		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532704		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532705		1		80

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L1		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L2		0.8

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L4		0.6

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L5		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L6		1.5

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L7		2.5

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		201

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S1		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S2		0.4

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S3		2.4

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S4		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S5		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S6		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S7		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R1		6.37

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R2		6.28

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R7		3.21

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R8		2.55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		RB		3.16

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		RA		3.08

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R9		2.41

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O6		0.63

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O5		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O4		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O3		0.58

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O2		1.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O1		1.58

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		Great Bend		539677		3		93

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532702		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532703		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532704		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532705		1		80

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L1		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L2		0.8

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L4		0.6

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L5		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L6		1.5

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L7		2.5

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		201

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S1		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S2		0.4

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S3		2.4

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S4		1

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S5		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S6		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S7		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R1		6.37

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R2		6.28

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R7		3.21

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R8		2.55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		RB		3.16

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		RA		3.08

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R9		2.41

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O6		0.63

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O5		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O4		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O3		0.58

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O2		1.38

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O1		1.58

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		Great Bend		539677		3		93

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532702		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532703		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532704		1		55

		4		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532705		1		80

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L1		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L2		0.8

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L4		0.6

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L5		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L6		1.5

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		East Hall		539757		L7		2.5

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		201

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S1		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S2		0.4

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S3		2.4

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S4		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S5		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S6		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Lyons		530620		S7		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R1		6.37

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R2		6.28

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R7		3.21

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R8		2.55

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		RB		3.16

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		RA		3.08

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Russell		539703		R9		2.41

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O6		0.63

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O5		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O4		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O3		0.58

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O2		1.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Smith Center		539731		O1		1.58

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		Great Bend		539677		3		93

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532702		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532703		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532704		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		17W		McPherson		532705		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L1		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L2		0.8

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L4		0.6

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L5		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L6		1.5

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		East Hall		539757		L7		2.5

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		201

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S1		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S2		0.4

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S3		2.4

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S4		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S5		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S6		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Lyons		530620		S7		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R1		6.37

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R2		6.28

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R7		3.21

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R8		2.55

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		RB		3.16

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		RA		3.08

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Russell		539703		R9		2.41

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O6		0.63

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O5		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O4		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O3		0.58

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O2		1.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Smith Center		539731		O1		1.58

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		Great Bend		539677		3		93

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532702		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532703		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532704		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		18S		McPherson		532705		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L1		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L2		0.8

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L4		0.6

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L5		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L6		1.5

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		East Hall		539757		L7		2.5

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Post Rock Wind		530690		1		201

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S1		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S2		0.4

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S3		2.4

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S4		1

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S5		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S6		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Lyons		530620		S7		1.3

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R1		6.37

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R2		6.28

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R7		3.21

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R8		2.55

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		RB		3.16

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		RA		3.08

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Russell		539703		R9		2.41

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O6		0.63

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O5		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O4		0.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O3		0.58

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O2		1.38

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Smith Center		539731		O1		1.58

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		Great Bend		539677		3		93

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532702		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532703		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532704		1		N/A

		4		Sensitivity 2		GEN-2019-018		26S		McPherson		532705		1		N/A





Stability Anaysis

		Group		Scenario		Season		Model Dispatch		Event ID		Event Description		Event Category		Mitigation Required		Rotor Angle Stability		Transient Voltage Response <0.7 p.u.		Transient Voltage Response  >1.2 p.u.		Voltage and Frequency Ride Through		Identified Mitigation

		4		1		17W		Normal		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		17		Apply 3PH fault one McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		56		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to JEC 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		17W		Normal		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Normal		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		18S		Normal		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Normal		93		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Geary 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		0.606		No violation observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		26S		Normal		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Normal		93		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Geary 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		56		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to JEC 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 1		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 1		93		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Geary 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		93		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Geary 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		56		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to JEC 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		17W		Sensitivity 2		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		18S		Sensitivity 2		93		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Geary 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		1		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Rice 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		2		Apply 3-phase fault onRice 230/115 kV Transformer Circuit 1, near Rice 115kV. Clear fault after 7 cycles by tripping the faulted circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		3		Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		4		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115 kV cleared by opening theRice to Bushton 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		5		Apply 3PH fault near Rice 230 kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		6		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to McPherson 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		7		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Manville 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		8		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		9		Apply 3PH fault near W McPherson 115 kV cleared by opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		10		Apply 3PH fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		11		Apply 3PH fault near Russell 115 kV cleared by opening the Russell to Waldo 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		12		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		13		Apply 3PH fault near  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV 115 kV cleared by opening the  Ellsworth Tap 115 kV to Great Bend 115 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		14		Apply 3PH fault on Great Bend 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Great Bend 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		15		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		16		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 230 kV cleared by opening the  Circle to E McPhereson 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		17		Apply 3PH fault onE McPherson 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near E McPherson 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		18		Apply 3PH fault on Circle 230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1, near Circle  230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		19		Apply 3PH fault near E McPherson 230 kV cleared by opening the E McPhereson to Summit 230 kV line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		20		Apply 3PH fault on Reno 345/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Reno 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		21		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		22		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Circle 115 kV  Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		23		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Mound Ridge 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		24		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 115 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Davis 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		25		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		26		Apply 3PH fault near Reno 345 kV cleared by opening the Reno to GEN-16-111-TAP 345 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		27		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to SCHILNG3 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		28		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to Exide Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		29		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		30		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		31		Apply 3PH fault near Phillips 115 kV cleared by opening the Phillips to NPhillips Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		32		Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Apply 3PH fault near Salina 115 kV cleared by opening the Salina to North St 115 kV Ckt 2 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		33		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		34		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to Summit 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		35		Apply 3PH fault on Summit 345/230/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		36		Apply 3PH fault on Summit  230/115/14.4kV Transformer 1, near Summit 230 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		37		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Glenelder 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		38		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to Iona 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		39		Apply 3PH fault near Smith Center 115 kV cleared by opening the Smith Center to PHLBURG 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		40		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to GB Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		41		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to N Great Bend 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		42		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		43		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 115 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Otis Sub 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		44		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Spearville 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		45		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to Heizer 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		46		Apply 3PH fault near Great Bend 230 kV cleared by opening the Great Bend  to S Hays 230 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		47		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to Ark Valley Jct 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		48		Apply 3PH fault near Circle 115 kV cleared by opening the Circle to HEC 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		49		Apply 3PH fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		50		Apply 3PH fault on Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2kV Transformer 1, near Mound Ridge 115 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		51		Apply 3PH fault on Wichita 345/138/13.8 kV Transformer 1, near Wichita 345 kV for 7 cycles.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted transformer.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		52		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to G-14-001  345kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		53		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Viola345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		54		Apply 3PH fault near Wichita 345 kV cleared by opening the Wichita to Benton 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		55		Apply 3PH fault near Buffalo 345 kV cleared by opening the Buffalo to Thistle 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		Observed a momentary violation immediately following fault clearing due to PSSE model calculation limitations. 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		57		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Elm Creek 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		58		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit toUnion RG 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		59		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		60		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 230 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Smokey Hills 230  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		61		Apply 3PH fault near Northview 115 kV cleared by opening the Northview to AEC 115  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		62		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		63		Apply SLG fault near Rice 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Rice to Bushton 115 kV line, and
opening Rice  230/115/12.5kV Transformer 1
tripping the Rice Tertiary 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		64		Apply SLG fault near Wheatland 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wheatland to Lyons 115 kV line, and
opening the Wheatland to W McPherson 115 kV line. 
trip Wheatland bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		65		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Reno 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		66		Apply SLG fault near W McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the W McPherson to Wheatland 115 kV line, and
opening the W McPherson to Coronado 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		67		Apply SLG fault near Ellsworth Tap 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Ellsworth Tap to Russell 115 kV line, and
opening the Ellsworth Tap to Great Bend 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		68		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		69		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Rice 230 kV line, and
opening the Circle to E McPherson 230 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		70		Apply SLG fault near Circle 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Great Bend 230 kV line, and
opening Circle  345/230/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip Circle transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		71		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening E McPherson  230/115/13.8kV Transformer 1
trip E McPherson transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		72		Apply SLG fault near E McPherson 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the E McPherson to Manville 115 kV line, and
opening the E McPherson to Refinery 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		73		Apply SLG fault near Reno 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno to W McPherson 115 kV line, and
opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer. 
trip the transformer tertiary bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		74		Apply SLG fault near Reno 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Reno 345/115/14.4 kV transformer, and
opening the Reno to Wichita 345 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		75		Apply SLG fault near Phillips 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Phillips to Coronado 115 kV line, and
opening the Phillips to N Phillips Jct 115 kV line. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		76		Apply SLG fault near Salina 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Salina to Crawford 115 kV line, and
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Salina to North Street 115 kV line 2.
trip Salina Bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		77		Apply SLG fault near Smith Center 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Smith Center to Covert 115 kV line, and
opening the Smith Center to Glen Elder 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Smith Center to Ionia 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center to Philipsburg 115 kV line 1
opening the Smith Center 115/34.5/7.2  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip gen bus
trip Smith Center bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		78		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Great Bend N 115 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		79		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend to Heizer 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		80		Apply SLG fault near Great Bend 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Great Bend to Circle 230 kV line, and
opening the Great Bend 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		81		Apply SLG fault near Circle 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Circle to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Circle 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		82		Apply SLG fault near Mound Ridge 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Mound Ridge to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Mound Ridge to Spring Creek 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Mound Ridge		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		83		Apply SLG fault near Davis 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Davis to Reno 115 kV line, and
opening the Davis to Cities 115 kV line 1
opening the Mound Ridge 138/115/7.2 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary
trip Davis bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		84		Apply SLG fault near Wichita 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Wichita to Reno 345 kV line, and
opening the Wichita to Benton 345 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		85		Apply SLG fault near Summit 345 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to G16-112 Tap 345 kV line, and
opening the Summit 345/230/14.4 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		86		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit to Union RG 230 kV line 1. 		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		87		Apply SLG fault near Summit 230 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to E McPherson 230 kV line, and
opening the Summit 230/115/13.8 kV transformer 1. 
trip transformer tertiary		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		88		Apply SLG fault near Summit 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Summit to Exide 115 kV line, and
opening the Summit to South Gate 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
opening theSummit 230/115  kV transformer 1
trip transformer tertiary
trip transformer tertiary
trip Summit bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		89		Apply SLG fault near Northview 115 kV with stuck breaker, cleared by opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 1, and
opening the Northview to North street 115 kV line 2. 
opening the Summit to Northview 115 kV line 1. 
opening the Northview to AEC 115 kV line 1
trip Northview bus		P4		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		90		Prior Outage of Rice to Circle 230 kV Ckt 1
Apply 3PH fault near Lyons 115kV cleared by opening the Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		Yes		Unstable, loss of synchronism 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		N/A, Rotor angle instability observed 		Unit tripping observed or expected with full protection relay model inclusion 		Implement OTDF flowgate voltage stability limit of 137MW. When either the Rice to Circle 230 kV circuit or any segment of the Rice to Lyons to Wheatland to West McPherson 115kV circuit are opened, a voltage stability limit of approximately 137 MW of combined flow on the Rice to Circle 230 kV, Lyons to Wheatland 115 kV and Rolling Hills to Ellsworth Tap 115 kV circuits that remain electrically connected to Rice 115 kV

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		91		Prior Outage of E McPherson 230/115/13.8 kV Transformer 1
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		92		Prior Outage of Reno 345/115/14.4 kV Transformer
Apply 3PH fault near Rice 115kV cleared by opening the Rice to Circle 230 kV line.
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P6		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 2		93		Apply 3PH fault near Summit 345 kV cleared by opening the Summit to Geary 345  kV Ckt 1 line. 
Clear fault by tripping the faulted circuit. Wait 20 cycles.
Re-close the faulted line for 7 cycles then re-open the circuit.		P1		No		Synchronism maintained, damping ratio >0.816%		No violation observed 		No violation observed 		No unit tripping observed 		N/A





Short Circuit Analysis

		Group		Scenario		Season		Model Dispatch		Gen Number		Bus Number		Bus Name		Bus Voltage (kV)		Control Area		Request Not In Service 26SP Fault Current 3-Phase (A)		Request In Service 26SP Fault Current 3-Phase (A)		Change in Fault Current (A)		Circuit Breakers Exceeding Capacity 		Facilities Required to Interconnect				Case Summary:

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530582		S HAYS6    		230		MIDW		8543.7		8545.4		1.7		No		N/A				DISIS-2016-002 Group 4 Stability Analysis cases

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530620		LYONS  3   		115		MIDW		5603.7		5850.4		246.7		No		N/A				Removal of requests: GEN-2016-111, GEN-2016-112, GEN-2016-113, GEN-2016-114, & GEN-2016-122

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530623		RICE   3   		115		MIDW		7070.1		7207.5		137.4		No		N/A				Addition of: Saxman 115 kV station and radial to Lyons 115 kV, Kansas Ethanol Plant, & GEN-2019-018

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530680		HEIZER 6   		230		MIDW		8219.3		8224.6		5.3		No		N/A				Adjusted to in-service: East Hall, Russell, Lyons, Great Bend, Smith Center, & McPherson units

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530681		BUSHTON3   		115		MIDW		5228.8		5293.6		64.8		No		N/A				Exclusion of: DISIS-2016-002 identified Network Upgrades

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530686		RICE   6   		230		MIDW		4868.8		4915		46.2		No		N/A				Inclusion of: withdrawn DISIS-2016-002 requests (none in Group 4 not removed)

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530688		BUFLOCRK6  		230		MIDW		3630.7		3647.2		16.5		No		N/A				BC and TC case delta: status of GEN-2019-018

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		530711		SAXMAN 3   		115		MIDW		4369.8		4619.5		249.7		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		532771		RENO   7   		345		WERE		11533		11542.6		9.6		No		N/A				                             PSS(R)E-33.7.0 ASCC SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS          THU, FEB 18 2021  11:39

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		532796		WICHITA7   		345		WERE		25748.7		25753.4		4.7		Yes		None identified for GEN-2019-018, pre-existing overload mitigated by other requests				2016 MDWG FINAL WITH 2015 SERIES MMWG FINAL

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		532871		CIRCLE 6   		230		WERE		9660.5		9698.3		37.8		No		N/A				MDWG 2026S WITH MMWG 2026S

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		532872		EMCPHER6   		230		WERE		9089.9		9117.5		27.6		No		N/A				OPTIONS USED:

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		532873		SUMMIT 6   		230		WERE		13619.8		13635.3		15.5		No		N/A				    - SET PRE-FAULT VOLTAGE ON ALL BUSES TO  1.00 PU AT 0 PHASE SHIFT ANGLE

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533013		MOUND  4   		138		WERE		4874.7		4875.4		0.7		No		N/A				    - SET SYNCHRONOUS/ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINE POWER OUTPUTS TO P=0.0, Q=0.0

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533368		EXIDE J3   		115		WERE		12557.2		12567.3		10.1		N/A		None, retired facility				    - SET GENERATOR POSITIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCES TO SUBTRANSIENT

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533372		PHILIPS3   		115		WERE		12605.6		12616		10.4		No		N/A, New substation is Mentor (533374, MENTOR 3)				    - SET TRANSFORMER TAP RATIOS=1.0 PU AND PHASE SHIFT ANGLES=0.0

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533373		NPHILPJ3   		115		WERE		11835.4		11844.4		9		N/A		None, retired facility				    - SET LINE CHARGING=0.0 IN +/-/0 SEQUENCES

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533377		SCHILNG3   		115		WERE		10620.6		10627.5		6.9		No		N/A				    - SET LINE/FIXED/SWITCHED SHUNTS=0.0 AND TRANSFORMER MAGNETIZING ADMITTANCE=0.0 IN +/-/0 SEQUENCES

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533380		SPRGCRK3   		115		WERE		3617.2		3617.5		0.3		No		N/A				    - SET LOAD=0.0 IN +/- SEQUENCES

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533394		CORONAD3   		115		WERE		7574.6		7585.3		10.7		No		N/A				    - DC LINES AND FACTS DEVICES BLOCKED

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533412		ARKVALJ3   		115		WERE		10437.9		10446.8		8.9		No		N/A				    - IMPEDANCE CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO TRANSFORMER ZERO SEQUENCE IMPEDANCES

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533413		CIRCLE 3   		115		WERE		21619.8		21660.9		41.1		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533414		CITIES 3   		115		WERE		8685.1		8691.1		6		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533415		DAVIS  3   		115		WERE		8620.4		8625.9		5.5		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533416		RENO   3   		115		WERE		24701.6		24741.5		39.9		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533417		EMCPHER3   		115		WERE		14924		14980.4		56.4		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533419		HEC    3   		115		WERE		20180.7		20216		35.3		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533421		HEC GT 3   		115		WERE		20986.6		21025.2		38.6		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533426		MANVILE3   		115		WERE		11556		11591.9		35.9		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533427		REFINRY3   		115		WERE		14404.7		14467.2		62.5		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533428		MCPHER 3   		115		WERE		15457.6		15536.4		78.8		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533429		MOUNDRG3   		115		WERE		7172.4		7174.1		1.7		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533438		WMCPHER3   		115		WERE		15471.7		15562.4		90.7		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533439		WHEATLD3   		115		WERE		7875.4		7973.3		97.9		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		533506		DAVIS  2   		69		WERE		7487.3		7489.9		2.6		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		539643		ROLLHLS3   		115		SUNC		3732.7		3739.7		7		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		539660		EHALLTP3   		115		SUNC		3368.3		3380.9		12.6		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		539662		ELLSWTH3   		115		SUNC		3595		3614.7		19.7		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		539678		GRTBEND3   		115		SUNC		12764.9		12772.2		7.3		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		539679		GRTBEND6   		230		SUNC		8266.5		8272		5.5		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		539695		SPEARVL6   		230		SUNC		12675.2		12676.2		1		No		N/A

		4		1		26S		Sensitivity 1		GEN-2019-018		587884		G16-111-TAP		345		WERE		9644.7		9651.2		6.5		No		N/A
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